
LISTENING COMPREHENSION: “FIRST DEMOCRATIC PRESIDENTIAL DEBATE”  

Listen to the recording and answer the questions and tasks. The recording will be 
played twice with an interval of three minutes. Remember the rules of a LC!  
 
Background information:  
The LC is an extract taken from 
the First Democratic Presidential 
Debate that took place on 
October 13

th
 2015 in Las Vegas, 

Nevada and which was aired on 
CNN nationwide. The LC focuses 
on the host and three out of six 
candidates, which are Hillary 
Clinton (middle) and Bernie 
Sanders (2

nd
 from left) and 

Lincoln Chafee (right). The host confronts Hillary Clinton with the so-called “email scandal”. This is 
what Wikipedia says about this scandal:  
 
“A controversy arose in March 2015, when it became publicly known that Hillary Clinton exclusively 
used her family's private email server for her official email communications while United States 
Secretary of State, rather than utilizing official State Department email accounts maintained on 
federal government servers. [...]” 

 
1. What is the first complete answer Secretary Hillary Clinton gives to the host’s 

question about her email scandal? Complete the sentences! [2 cr] 
 
“Well, I have ....................................................................................................................... . 

I did ............................................................................................................ . [...] What I did 

.......................................................……………..................................................... but it wasn’t 

........................................................... .  

2. What are the two different arguments Hillary Clinton uses to defend herself 
against the email scandal? Tick the two correct solution [2 cr] 
 

  The committee that was installed to look into the matter was deeply influenced 
 by republican politics and therefore was not interested to show a balanced 
 picture of her. 
  The fact that she still has a political standing shows that US-citizens are not 
 interested in the email scandal and therefore it cannot be a decisive factor in 
 her presidential campaign. 
  She voluntarily contributed to clarify the matter by agreeing to publish a large 
 amount of her email conversation. 

   The law that prohibited using a private email server for politicians was not yet 
 ratified at the time when the matter became public and so she did not do 
 anything wrong.      
  Mr McCarthy gave her the advice to testify in public and she finally agreed 
 to that to show all US-citizens that she was able to cope with the political 
 responsibility and the consequences. 
 
3. Bernie Sanders comments on what Hillary Clinton just said. Which two 

statements, regarding Bernie Sanders, fit best into the context of the debate? Tick 
the two correct answers [2 cr] 
 

  He cleverly uses Hillary Clinton’s scandal to present himself in a positive light. 
  He helps Hillary Clinton to win the presidential campaign by supporting her. 
  He wants to stress the differences between Hillary Clinton’s and his own 
 politics. 
 He criticises her massively for not being an ethical role model.   
  He wants to influence the debate by putting the focus away from scandals 
 within the Democratic Party. 
 
4. According to Governor Lincoln Chafee why is Hillary Clinton not the right person 

to become the next US President? Write at least one complete sentence! [2 cr] 
 
.............................................................................................................................................. 

.............................................................................................................................................. 

.............................................................................................................................................. 

5. Lincoln Chafee uses a historic example to strengthen his opinion that Hillary 
Clinton cannot be the right choice as a US American President. What is this 
example? Write at least one complete sentence! [2 cr] 
 

.............................................................................................................................................. 

.............................................................................................................................................. 

.............................................................................................................................................. 

 

 
Sources:  

Infotext: Wikipedia 

picture taken from the video on YouTube: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Mr1KJR5UZjM 

Listening comprehension taken from the same source, shortened and edited. 
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SOLUTIONS: “FIRST DEMOCRATIC PRESIDENTIAL DEBATE”     

 
1. What is the first complete answer Secretary Hillary Clinton gives to the host’s 

question about her email scandal? Complete the sentences! [2 cr] 
 
“Well, I have taken responsibility for it. I did say it was a mistake. [...] What I did was 

allowed by the state department, but it wasn’t the best choice.  

2. What are the two different arguments Hillary Clinton uses to defend herself 
against the email scandal? Tick the two correct solution [2 cr] 
 

 The committee that was installed to look into the matter was deeply influenced 
 by republican politics and therefore was not interested to show a balanced 
 picture of her. 
  The fact that she still has a political standing shows that US-citizens are not 
 interested in the email scandal and therefore it cannot be a decisive factor in 
 her presidential campaign. 
 She voluntarily contributed to clarify the matter by agreeing to publish a large 
 amount of her email conversation. 
   The law that prohibited using a private email server for politicians was not yet 
 ratified at the time when the matter became public and so she did not do 
 anything wrong.      
  Mr McCarthy gave her the advice to testify in public and she finally agreed 
 to that to show all US-citizens that she was able to cope with the political 
 responsibility and the consequences. 
 
3. Bernie Sanders comments on what Hillary Clinton just said. Which two 

statements, regarding Bernie Sanders, fit best into the context of the debate? Tick 
the two correct answers [2 cr] 
 

 He cleverly uses Hillary Clinton’s scandal to present himself in a positive light. 
  He helps Hillary Clinton to win the presidential campaign by supporting her. 
  He wants to stress the differences between Hillary Clinton’s and his own 
 politics. 
 He criticises her massively for not being an ethical role model.   
 He wants to influence the debate by putting the focus away from scandals 
 within the Democratic Party. 
 
4. According to Governor Lincoln Chafee why is Hillary Clinton not the right person 

to become the next US President? Write at least one complete sentence! [2 cr] 
 
 America needs a President who should be the best in ethical standards, 
 because of America’s credibility in the world. 

5. Lincoln Chafee uses a historic example to strengthen his opinion that Hillary 
Clinton cannot be the right choice as a US American President. What is this 
example? Write at least one complete sentence! [2 cr] 
 
America one said that Saddam Hussein had weapons of mass destruction, but he 
did not. So there is repair work to be done.  

 

 
 

 


